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Abstract. Electric vehicles are recognized as an effective way to alleviate the energy crisis and
environmental degradation，and extended range electric vehicles which have both the technical advantages
of hybrid electric vehicles and pure electric vehicles, have gradually become a research hotspot in the
automotive industry. In this paper, the system structure design of the extended range electric vehicle is
carried out. On the basis of the pure electric vehicle, the engine and generator set are added. The control
strategy model is established and the simulation research is carried out. The results show that the proposed
control strategy model optimizes the working range of the range extender, takes into account the
performance of the battery and the drive motor, and shows good tracking characteristics.

1 Preface
There are some factors which limit the marketization and
industrialization development of electric vehicles(EV) at
the present phase, such as the EV’s battery power
capacity, lifetime and cost. But EV is recognized as an
effective way to relieve the energy crisis and
environmental deterioration, so the extended range
electric vehicle(E-REV) is seen as a good way to extend
the driving range, and it has technology advantages of
both hybrid electric vehicles and pure electric vehicles.
A lot of companies, research institutions, colleges and
universities have carried out many years of research and
practice on E-REV, and mainly focus on the research
field of the design and the control effect of the extended
range engine[1-3]. Studies on the process control strategy
of vehicle equipped with the range extender(RE) are
different because of different vehicle performance
targets.
In this paper, the system structure design of E-REV
is carried out. On the basis of the pure electric vehicle,
the engine and generator set are added. The control
strategy model is established and the simulation research
is carried out.
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An engine and a generator are added to EV as shown in
figure 1 below, so the E-REV has the EV’s
characteristics [1-3].Compared with the traditional hybrid
electric vehicle, the engine power of the E-REV is small,
and the motor and battery power of the E-REV are
relatively large.
*

Fig. 1. System structure of E-REV

Numbers and letters represent the following meanings.
1. Engine control unit.
2. Engine.
3. Generator.
4. Range extender control unit.
5. Generator control unit.
6. Vehicle control unit.
7. Battery management system.
8. Battery.
9. Drive motor control unit.
10. Drive motor.
11. Transmission box.
12. Transmission shaft.
13. Vehicle wheel.
a. Mechanical transmission.
b. Electrical power supply.
c. Control signal connection.
The vehicle powertrain parameter is shown in table 1
below. Drive motor is the main power source. The range
extender control unit is composed of engine and
generator, the main function of which is to increase the
driving range of electric vehicles. The control of range
extender is related to mutual coupling of many variables,
which is the key to optimize the performance of electric
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vehicle. Currently, there are two control strategies,
thermostat and power following. The thermostat needs
high performance battery, and it will affect the battery
lifetime. The power following can improve the battery
running state, but needs high performance engine, and
the running range is wide, so the fuel consumption is
high[2-4].

St1 + 1 = αPt1 + α（1 - α）Pt1-1 + α（1 - α）2 Pt1- 2
+ α（1 - α）3 Pt1- 3 + α（1 - α）4 Pt1- 4 + 

In the vehicle controlling process, the prediction
motor power will be input to the range extender as the
steady state power demand, and APU optimizes the
operating points according to the feedback power and
current engine working state. The transient state power
demand is met by the battery. In this model, α is 0.5,
4
so α（1 - α） is 0.03125. The following component is
much smaller, so it can be ignored. The sequential index
is 5.

Table 1. Basic parameter of the powertrain
System
Engine

Generator

Drive
motor

Battery

Parameter type and unit

Value

Peak power /kw

84/6000

Peak torque /Nm

142/4800

Rated power /kw

35

Peak torque /Nm

180

Max speed /rpm

6000

Rated power /kw
Peak power /kw
Max speed /rpm
Capacity at 20℃ /kwh
Rated voltage /V
Continuous discharge power
/kw

50
100
6000
9.07
350.4

4 Simulation result analysis
E-REV performance is simulated based on the NEDC
cycle in the paper. Figure 2 shows the motor prediction
model value and no prediction model value, and it also
shows that, the original motor power changes fast, and
the power following will make the range extender
operating points change fast. After using the motor
sequential index smoothing model, the motor demand
power changes more smoothly. In small demand power
changing conditions, the prediction value follows fast
than the original demand power and prediction value
follows more slowly with bigger demand power. This
strategy can make the acceleration faster in the slow
vehicle speed conditions. In high vehicle speed
conditions, the lost battery power will fill up by the
ranger extender to keep the acceleration performance. At
the same time, the predictive power shows hysteresis
under the condition of a large drop in the motor demand
power, but it’s good for stable operation and smooth
unloading of range extender engine.
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3 Establishment of control strategy
model
In the power following control strategy, the drive motor
power will change fast following the vehicle state, and
it’s hard to use mathematic model to descript the
changing[5-7]. In this paper, we use the time series
prediction and build the sequential index smoothing
model to predict the drive motor power based on
historical data of motor power. The principle is that,
using the weighted average value to predict future
observation value and giving more weighted coefficient
to the observation value which are more close to the
prediction value, and the weighted value is distributed by
the exponential law, while the weighted factor changes
exponentially based on sequential prediction data, and
the sequential index is an actual geometrical progression
[8-10]
.
Pt1 is set as the actual drive motor power and St1 as
the smooth predictive value at t1 moment，so the motor
power is predicted by the sequential index smoothing
model as follows.
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α is a model factor in the formula, and its value is
between 0~1. In the significant change sequential,
prediction value has small dependency to the nearby
sequential data, so we can use the small α , otherwise,
we use the big α. The first smoothing data is the first
actual data in the model as follows.

Figure 2. Influence of the model on motor demand power

The process of output power and battery SOC value
trends are shown in figure 3. Seen from the figure, in
NEDC cycle, battery SOC is set at 30% initially and
changes to 28% at end of the cycle. From the whole
process of view, SOC decreases slowly and the battery
energy is mainly used for lower power demand in pure

S1 = P1
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limits of the battery output performance, and it also
protects the battery to some extent.
The RE engine operating points during the NEDC
cycle are shown in figure 5. Seen from the figure, the
engine operating points are approximately centred
around a curve which covers a wide area of the engine
speed, so there must be some points fall outside the
economical region. But overall, RE operating region is
different with the traditional surface area conditions. In
the role of prediction models and control strategies, the
work area is concentrated at the smoothing curve from
1800rpm to 3800rpm. The condition of alternating
mutation with external input disturbance that has been
effectively controlled, which is conducive to approach
the optimization point of the fuel consumption under
these conditions.

electric operating mode in the initial phase. When range
extender engine operates, the batteries do not need
continuous discharge. Coupled with energy recovery and
timely charging of RE, it causes little change of SOC
value. In the late NEDC cycle, with the vehicle driving
power demand increasing, RE mainly used to meet the
output power to drive the vehicle. At the same time
according to the power demand prediction, the VCU
coordinates energy distribution and tries to make RE
work in the economic region with battery power
supplement, which drives the vehicle together. So SOC
decreases rapidly in the high vehicle speed region at the
later stage of the cycle.
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Figure 3. Power change of RE and SOC change
2000

The change curve of the output power of the battery
is shown in figure 4. Visibly, the battery power
frequently changes. But in addition to the late segment of
high power demand, the battery maximum output power
is relatively stable, and it is always within the limits of
continuous output power that the battery allows to output.

Figure 5. Operating conditions of RE

5 Conclusions
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A control strategy model is established based on
mathematical method. In small demand power changing
conditions, the prediction value follows fast, while the
prediction value follows more slowly with bigger
demand power. The predictive power shows hysteresis
under the condition of a large drop in the motor demand
power.
According to control strategy model, the VCU
coordinates energy distribution and tries to make RE
work in the economic region with battery power
supplement, and the work area is concentrated at the
smoothing curve from 1800rpm to 3800rpm, which is
conducive to approach the optimization point of the fuel
consumption.
After the control strategy brought in E-REV control
system, the batteries are mainly in response to transient
changes in power demand under the coordination of
vehicle control unit. Especially in the lower vehicle
power demand conditions, it has played an electrically
driven responsive advantage. In big power demand
conditions, although the battery discharge power
increases, but it still can be maintained within the range
of the battery permitted.
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Figure 4. Change of output power of the battery

Also seen from figure 4, the batteries are mainly in
response to transient changes in power demand under the
coordination of vehicle control unit after the introduction
of the model, which has played an electrically driven
responsive advantage, at the same time it meets the
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